
Meet Sphero RVR

Meet Sphero RVR!  

 

In this activity, you will get to know our newest, most capable and versatile robot, RVR! You will explore the new 

form-factor, color sensing technology, infrared communication, and the capabilities of expanding with 3rd party 

hardware.

COMPATIBLE ROBOTS

INSTRUCTIONS

Step 1 - Exploration - Meet Sphero RVR

Out of the box, RVR is fun to drive, customize, and program with the Sphero EDU app. Built-in features like color

recognition, light sensor, IR, and a universal expansion port open up a world of possibilities for creativity, learning,

and fun.

Connect third party hardware, such as a Raspberry Pi, Arduino, or MicroBit and then power them up with the

onboard 5V power source. Build the robot of your dreams and then take it anywhere. RVR is the ultimate robotic

canvas for your creativity!

YouTube video:
https://youtu.be/WuDzJz3tPiE

Step 2 - Exploration - The Form Factor

We haven’t ditched the ball, but we are embracing the tank! One of the most obvious new features of RVR is the

tank treads for driving.

Because of the tank treads, RVR is now an all-terrain vehicle for both indoors and outdoors. Take your RVR to the

great outdoors, climb obstacles and steep inclines, and bring your coding and experiments to any environment. Not

only does the tank treads allow you to drive over more obstacles and inclines it also provides a precision that you

want for a robot.

https://youtu.be/WuDzJz3tPiE


The drive control on this robot has been optimized to account for different terrains and obstacles. If one of the

treads goes over an obstacle, the drive control kicks in to make sure that RVR keeps its heading.

To Learn more, go to:

The Tough & Tenacious Tankbot

YouTube video:
https://youtu.be/4tARc7Ew3OY

Step 3 - Exploration - The Color Sensor

RVR is equipped with a color sensor on the bottom of the chassis of RVR. This color sensor acts as a camera that is

constantly streaming the results of the color sensor to your programming device. 

This means you can do a few different things with your programming with the color sensor. You can use colors to

trigger different events to change the behavior of RVR. For example, we call it chameleon mode, as RVR rolls over

a different color, the main LEDs change to match the color that RVR is reading. 

You can also create complex patterns on the floor with colored paper and have RVR navigate a maze and make

turns based on the color it is sensing. Grab those color tiles in the box and create a puzzle to have the RVR make

automatic turns based on the colors

To learn more, go to:

The A'Maze'ing Color Sensor

YouTube video:
https://youtu.be/NbeA48ZfWvw

Step 4 - Exploration - Infrared Communication

RVR has integrated infrared (IR) communication. There are two IR emitters and 4 receivers located on the front,

sides, and back of RVR. This gives approximately 360° of coverage. RVR’s IR communications allow you to send

messages between bots to control another RVR or BOLT or even update a variable.

Infrared is a type of electromagnetic radiation with longer wavelengths than those of visible light, which means it is

generally invisible to the human eye.

To learn more go to:

IR You Following Me?

YouTube video:
https://youtu.be/mBf4lR-B6OY

https://edu.sphero.com/cwists/preview/39622x
https://youtu.be/4tARc7Ew3OY
https://edu.sphero.com/cwists/preview/39616x
https://youtu.be/NbeA48ZfWvw
https://edu.sphero.com/cwists/preview/39619x
https://youtu.be/mBf4lR-B6OY


Step 5 - Exploration - Custom LEDs

You can customize the look of RVR’s LEDs in the block canvas with the following blocks: 

Right & left headlight

Back LED

Right LED

Left LED

There are also 2 LEDs on the bottom of RVR to help with the color sensor, but these are not controllable, they will

always stay on to ensure the accuracy of the color sensor.

Run the program associated to this activity and see how the LEDs can be customized to do different light

sequences, perform a turn signal animation, or even just fade between all of the colors.

YouTube video:
https://youtu.be/4c9nS7YBfn0

Step 6 - Exploration - Ambient Light Sensor

RVR’s ambient light sensor measures the amount of photons captured over a period of time which is translated into

an electrical current and then calculated into a measurement of intensity called lux.

Every source of light has a different lux value. You can use those lux values to create dynamic programs that

respond differently to different types of light and light intensities.

YouTube video:
https://youtu.be/kxwQ-6f3SEI

Step 7 - Exploration - Littlebits

Any invention you’ve made in the past with littleBits is now mobile! With the p3 USB power Bit, you can power your

invention with RVR's expansion port. And with the included RVR mounting plate, you can affix a littleBits mounting

board with your inventions very easily. Bring a whole new level to your invention cycle and remix with RVR!

To try some of our RVR + littleBits invention ideas, check out our activities :

RVR + littleBits - Animal Imitation

RVR + littleBits - Ball Launcher

https://youtu.be/4c9nS7YBfn0
https://youtu.be/kxwQ-6f3SEI
https://edu.sphero.com/cwists/preview/39635x
https://edu.sphero.com/cwists/preview/39898x


RVR + littleBits - Trailblazer

YouTube video:
https://youtu.be/uyaq3zNbX7o

Step 8 - Exploration - 3rd Party Hardware

With the Public SDK available for RVR, you can now program a Raspberry Pi, Arduino, or micro:bit to control RVR.

With RVRs UART expansion port and the USB port, you can power your projects and send/receive data back and

forth between the RVR and your microcontroller. The sky is the limit on what you can create!

The publicly available SDKs are:

Python

Node.js

C++

Micropython

MakeCode

To learn more about using these, visit our SDK page or visit one of these activities:

Getting Started with RVR + micro:bit

Getting Started with RVR + Raspberry Pi

https://edu.sphero.com/cwists/preview/39908x
https://youtu.be/uyaq3zNbX7o
http://sdk.sphero.com/
https://edu.sphero.com/cwists/preview/39837x
https://edu.sphero.com/cwists/preview/39767x

